Black History Month
Poetry Contest

Sponsored by Lambda Delta Sigma chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Incorporated

Poetry Themes:
Contributing to Society/Stepping Towards the Future

Eligibility/Rules

- Typed submissions should be no longer than one typed single-spaced page on standard 8.5 x 11 paper and may be written in any style
- YouTube submissions limited to 5 minutes
- Contest open to students currently enrolled at a University or College in the state of Delaware
- Poem must be the original, individual work of student
- Each poem must include your name, phone number, email and the name of the college/university you attend

How to Apply

- Visit www.pbslds.org to submit poem
- Poems can be mailed to: Lambda Delta Sigma Chapter, P.O. Box 221/Bear, DE 19701
- Email poems and YouTube links to sigma.pbslds@gmail.com (Typed poems Must be PDF)

A Panel of judges from Lambda Delta Sigma chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Incorporated will evaluate poems based on creativity, originality and artistic quality

Prizes will be book store gift certificates from the respective college/university

Accepting oral YouTube submissions
Accepting typed single page submissions

Grand Prize: 1 Student gets $200
Blue winners: 2 students get $100 each
White winners: 2 students get $50 each

Co-Sponsored by:
Kappa Eta chapter
(University of Delaware)

WWW.PBSLDS.ORG